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Al Gore's Convenient Lie:
The Global Warming Spin
Get NewsMax Magazine and an Emergency Radio FREE.

The global warming controversy has been heating up as the media issues dire warnings about the planet's future.
Riding the media heat wave, Al Gore recently released his documentary "An Inconvenient Truth."
Despite plaudits from the major media, NewsMax Magazine finds that the film, in fact, offers some "convenient lies."
In the July edition, you'll find out if all the talk about global warming points to a legitimate threat - or if it's a lot of hot
air.
NewsMax Magazine's special report "Al Gore Spins Global Warming" debunks many widely promulgated notions
about the global warming threat and finds that truth is the first casualty in Gore's apocalyptic film.
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The compelling report by Lowell Ponte - author of the best-selling book about changing climate, "The Cooling" - and
Marc Morano details the propaganda blitz about global warming … and the facts it obscures.
The "Global Warming" edition of NewsMax Magazine is already on newsstands across the country (including many
Barnes & Noble, Hastings, Follett, and other major bookstores).
You can also check out our FREE offer by Going Here.
This exclusive NewsMax report explores:


The real reason the media is hyping the dangers of global warming.



Al Gore's real agenda: 2008.



The Aral Sea and Mt. Kilimanjaro issues - two glaring "convenient lies" in Al Gore's film.



The myth of a man-caused sea level rise: why Florida and California will remain dry.



How modern temperature-measuring techniques could be giving a "false positive" to global warming.



Why computer models predicting climate change are necessarily flawed.



The former Democratic senator who brazenly says he pushes the global warming theory - "even if it's wrong."



What implementation of the Kyoto Protocol would really cost the U.S.



The optimistic global temperature rise projection that Gore ignored.



How a leading doomsayer admits exaggerating the global warming threat.



The increased tornado activity in the U.S. - is it really linked to global warming?



An expert's four common-sense "alternative cures" for global warming.



Why a prominent MIT professor says global warming is an out-and-out fraud.



Time magazine and Newsweek's dire warnings in 1974 - of another ice age!



How the global warming scare is cool in Hollywood.



What a leading U.S. expert told the Senate about the "science fiction" of a disappearing Arctic.



Why we could actually be heading for a cooler, and not warmer, period.



Vice President Gore's "reign of terror" against global warming skeptics.



Why America's top hurricane expert doubts the hurricane-warming connection.
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How a clean energy source - which already exists - could eliminate the threat of global warming.



And the bottom line for you: How global warming policies will mean more government, higher energy prices,



and more costs and taxes to you!
And much, much more.

This blockbuster edition of NewsMax Magazine addresses the key questions surrounding the controversy: Is global
warming caused by human activity - and is it really happening at all?
Or, as Sen. James Inhofe has said, is global warming "the greatest single hoax ever perpetrated on the American
people"?
Find out how you can get this report FREE. Go Here Now.
This edition of NewsMax Magazine is not to be missed.
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